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a b s t r a c t

We identify here a combinatorial property between circular code and genetic code. A circular code of 20

trinucleotides which allows to retrieve the reading frame has a permuted set of 20 trinucleotides which

is a code, but not circular, coding the 20 amino acids in variant nuclear codes. This result is a

contribution to the research field analysing the mathematical properties of genetic codes.

& 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

We continue our study of the combinatorial properties of
trinucleotide circular codes. A trinucleotide is a word of three
letters (triletter) on the genetic alphabet fA,C,G,Tg. The set of the
64 words of length 3 (trinucleotides or triletters) on A4 is denoted
by A3

4 ¼ fAAA,AAC, . . . ,TTTg. The set A3
4 is a code in the sense of

language theory, more precisely a uniform code, but not a circular
code (Berstel and Perrin, 1985; Lassez, 1976). In order to have an
intuitive meaning of these notions, codes are written on a straight
line while circular codes are written on a circle, but, in both cases,
unique decipherability is required.

Comma free codes, a very particular case of circular codes, have
been studied for a long time, e.g. Crick et al. (1957) and Golomb et al.
(1958a,b). After the discovery of a circular code in genes with strong
mathematical properties (Arqu�es and Michel, 1996), circular codes
ll rights reserved.

.J. Michel),
are mathematical objects studied in combinatorics, theoretical com-
puter science and theoretical biology. This theory underwent a rapid
development e.g. Koch and Lehman (1997), Béal and Senellart (1998),
Bassino (1999), Štambuk (1999), Jolivet and Rothen (2001), Frey and
Michel (2003, 2006), Nikolaou and Almirantis (2003), Pirillo (2003,
2008a,b, 2010), May et al. (2004), Pirillo and Pirillo (2005), Lassez
et al. (2007), Michel et al. (2008a,b, 2012), José et al. (2009), Michel
and Pirillo (2010, 2011), Bussoli et al. (2011, 2012), Gonzalez et al.
(2011).

A genetic code is a coding correspondence table between the
64 trinucleotides (words of three letters on the gene alphabet also
called codons) and the 20 amino acids (words of one letter on the
protein alphabet). There are several genetic codes, the standard
genetic code and several variant genetic codes (www.ncbi.nlm.
nih.gov/Taxonomy/taxonomyhome.html/index.cgi?chapter=tgenco
des#SG1, July 07, 2010). The variant genetic codes are divided
into nuclear codes (codes 6–5, 10, 12, 15), mitochondrial codes
(codes 2–5, 9, 13, 14, 16, 21–24 ) and the bacterial, archaeal and
plant plastid code (code 11). Note that the numbering presents
gaps as some codes have been deleted with the biological
advances of knowledge. In the standard genetic code, called here
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SGC, 61 trinucleotides code the 20 amino acids as there are three
termination trinucleotides TAA, TAG and TGA. The trinucleotide
ATG coding the amino acid Met (M) is also the initiation trinucleo-
tide (noted i) in the general case. Two amino acids are encoded by
a single trinucleotide: Met (M) and Trp (W). Nine amino acids are
encoded by two trinucleotides: Asn (N), Asp (D), Cys (C), Gln (Q),
Glu (E), His (H), Lys (K), Phe (F) and Tyr (Y). One amino acid is
encoded by three trinucleotides: Ile (I). Five amino acids are
encoded by four trinucleotides: Ala (A), Gly (G), Pro (P), Thr (T)
and Val (V). Three amino acids are encoded by six trinucleotides:
Arg (R), Leu (L) and Ser (S). No amino acid is encoded by
five trinucleotides. There are cardðSÞ ¼ 29

� 3� 45
� 63

¼

339,738,624 sets S of 20 trinucleotides coding the 20 amino
acids, i.e. with a bijective map. The variant genetic codes differ
from the standard one by the number of trinucleotides coding the
20 amino acids or by a coding reassignment of trinucleotides. In
the nuclear code 6 (see Definition below), the number of sets of
20 trinucleotides coding the 20 amino acids is 2� cardðSÞ and in
the nuclear code 15 (see Definition below), this number is
3
2� cardðSÞ. All genetic codes are surjective maps.

There are exactly 12,964,440 circular codes X of 20 trinucleotides
(Arqu�es and Michel, 1996; Michel and Pirillo, 2010). None 20-
trinucleotide circular code among these 12,964,440 ones codes 20
or 19 amino acids with SGC. There is no bijection, unfortunately (in a
certain way), between a 20-trinucleotide circular code X and a set S.
Note that cardðX Þ=cardðSÞ � 3:8%. Ten 20-trinucleotide circular
codes code 18 amino acids with SGC. The common 20-trinucleotide
circular code of eukaryotes and prokaryotes (Arqu�es and Michel,
1996) only codes 12 amino acids, but it has exceptional properties, in
particular the properties of C3 and self-complementary (see also
below).

Some combinatorial properties were recently identified with
the conjugation partitions of sets of trinucleotides in A3

4\fAAA,
CCC,GGG,TTTg (Bussoli et al., 2012). Indeed, each circular
code X can be associated with two other subsets X1 and X2 of
A3

4\fAAA,CCC,GGG,TTTg simply by operating two circular permuta-
tions P of one letter and two letters on the trinucleotides of X,
respectively, i.e. X1 ¼PðXÞ and X2 ¼P2ðXÞ. During this research
work, we identify a circular code Y ¼ fACG,ACT ,AGA,AGG,AGT, ATA,
ATC,CAA,CAC,CAG,CCT ,GCC,GCG,GCT ,GGT ,TCG,TCT ,TGA,TGT ,TTAg of
20 trinucleotides (maximal trinucleotide circular code) which has
a permuted set P2ðYÞ ¼ fAAG,AAT ,ACA,ATG,ATT ,CAT ,CCA, CGC,GAC,
GAG,GCA,GGC,GTC,TAC,TAG,TCC,TGC,TGG,TTC,TTGg of 20 trinucleo-
tides coding the 20 amino acids in the variant nuclear codes
6 and 15.
2. Definitions

The classical notions of language theory can be found in
Berstel and Perrin (1985). Let A4 ¼ fA,C,G,Tg denote the genetic
alphabet, lexicographically ordered with AoCoGoT . We use
the following notation:
�
 An

4 (respectively Aþ4 ) is the set of words (respectively non-
empty words) over A4,
Fig. 1. The word set X is not a code as ther
�

e is
A2
4 is the set of the 16 words of length two (diletters or

dinucleotides) and

�
 A3

4 is the set of the 64 words of length three (triletters or
trinucleotides).

We now recall the circular permutation map, the definitions of
code and circular code, and the property of C3 for a circular code,
e.g. Berstel and Perrin (1985), Arqu�es and Michel (1996).

Definition 1. The circular permutation map P : A3
4-A

3
4 permutes

circularly each trinucleotide l0l1l2 as follows P l0l1l2ð Þ ¼ l1l2l0.

The map P on words is naturally extended to a trinucleotide
set X: its permuted trinucleotide set PðXÞ is obtained by applying
the circular permutation map P to all the trinucleotides of X. We
shortly write P2ðXÞ for PðPðXÞÞ.

Definition 2. A set X of words is a code if, for each
x1, . . . ,xn,x01, . . . ,x0mAX, n,mZ1, the condition x1 � � � xn ¼ x01 � � � x

0
m

implies n¼m and xi ¼ x0i for i¼1,y,n.

In a code, the words are read on a straight line, i.e. the
beginning and the end of a word are different. Fig. 1 gives an
example of a word set X which is not a code.

Definition 3. A trinucleotide code X is circular if, for each
x1, . . . ,xn,x01, . . . ,x0mAX, n,mZ1, pAAn

4, sAAþ4 , the conditions
sx2 � � � xnp¼ x01 � � � x

0
m and x1 ¼ ps imply n¼m, p¼ e (empty word)

and xi ¼ x0i for i¼1,y,n.

In a circular code, the words are read on a circle, i.e. the
beginning and the end of a word are not distinguished. Fig. 2 gives
an example of a code X which is not circular.

Definition 4. If X is a subset of A3
4\fAAA,CCC,GGG,TTTg, we denote

by X1 the permuted trinucleotide set PðXÞ and by X2 the permuted
trinucleotide set P2ðXÞ and we call X1 and X2 the conjugated
classes of X.

Definition 5. A trinucleotide circular code X is C3 if X, X1 and X2

are circular codes.

The concept of necklace was introduced by Pirillo for circular
codes (Pirillo, 2003) in order to characterize the circular codes for
an efficient algorithm development. Let l1,l2, . . . ,ln�1,ln; . . . be
letters in A4, d1,d2, . . . ,dn�1,dn; . . . diletters in A2

4 and nZ2 an
integer.

Definition 6. Letter Diletter Continued Necklaces (LDCN): We say
that the ordered sequence l1,d1,l2,d2, . . . ,dn�1,ln,dn,lnþ1 is an
ðnþ1ÞLDCN for a subset X �A3

4 if

l1d1,l2d2, . . . ,lndnAX

and

d1l2,d2l3, . . . ,dn�1ln,dnlnþ1AX:

Only a few trinucleotide sets are circular codes. We have the
following proposition.
the relation x1x2x3x4 ¼ y1y2y3y4y5.



Fig. 3. The 5LDCN forbidden configuration for a circular code X:

l1d1 ,l2d2 ,l3d3 ,l4d4 AX and d1l2 ,d2l3 ,d3l4 ,d4l5 AX.

Fig. 2. The code X is not circular as there are the relations sx2x3x4

x5x6x7p¼ y1y2y3y4y5y6 and x1 ¼ ps.
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Proposition 1 (Pirillo, 2003). Let X be a trinucleotide code. The
following conditions are equivalent: (i) X is a circular code; (ii) X

has no 5LDCN.

Fig. 3 represents the 5LDCN forbidden configuration (nþ1¼ 5)
for a circular code X.

The nuclear code of ciliate (Oxytricha, Stylonychia, Parame-
cium, Tetrahymena; Hoffman et al., 1995), dasycladacean (Acet-
abularia, Batophora; Schneider et al., 1989; Schneider and de
Groot, 1991), hexamita (Keeling and Doolittle, 1996) (variant
nuclear code 6 according to the GenBank convention, National
Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI), July 07 2010) is
defined by Table 1.

The two trinucleotides TAA and TAG coding Gln (Q) in the
variant nuclear code 6 are termination codons Ter in the
standard code.

The nuclear code of ciliate (Blepharisma; Liang and Heckmann,
1993) (variant nuclear code 15 according to the GenBank con-
vention, National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI),
July 07 2010) is defined by Table 2.

The trinucleotide TAG coding Gln (Q) in the variant nuclear
code 15 is a termination codon Ter in the standard code.
3. Results

In order to prove the following proposition, we need a very
easy lemma.

Lemma 1. If l1,d1,l2,d2,l3,d3,l4,d4,l5 is a 5LDCN for a set of trinu-

cleotides X then for each iAf1,2,3,4g, the dinucleotide di must have

at least one occurrence in prefix position in X and at least one

occurrence in suffix position in X.
Proof. Trivial.

Proposition 2. The following set Y of 20 trinucleotides

Y ¼ fACG,ACT,AGA,AGG,AGT ,ATA,ATC,CAA,CAC,CAG,

CCT ,GCC,GCG,GCT ,GGT ,TCG,TCT ,TGA,TGT ,TTAg

is a circular code (maximal). More precisely, Y is the 11,056,585th

among 12,964,440 maximal circular codes (in the lexicographical

order) of 20 trinucleotides and belongs to the classes C5LDN
¼

C5LDCN
¼ C5DLN (Michel et al., 2012).

A proof based on dinucleotides is given in Appendix A.

Proposition 3. The trinucleotide circular code Y (Proposition 2) has

a permuted set P2ðYÞ of 20 trinucleotides

P2ðYÞ ¼ fAAG,AAT ,ACA,ATG,ATT ,CAT,CCA,CGC,GAC,GAG,

GCA,GGC,GTC,TAC,TAG,TCC,TGC,TGG,TTC,TTGg

which is not circular and codes the 20 amino acids in the variant

nuclear codes 6 and 15.

A proof is given in Appendix B.
4. Discussion

According to Proposition 3, a circular code of 20 trinucleotides
(maximal) which allows to retrieve the reading frame has a
permuted set of 20 trinucleotides which is a code, but not circular,
coding the 20 amino acids in variant nuclear codes. This circular
code property involves two sets of 20 trinucleotides in the coding
process of amino acids. The four trinucleotides fAAA,CCC,GGG,TTTg

may be involved, in contrast to reading frame retrieval, in
frameshifting as shown particularly in Ahmed et al. (2007) and
Seligmann (2012). The 20 remaining trinucleotides allow an
additional coding function which remains to be discovered. They
could have a redundant property of the previous functions, in
particular in reading frame synchronization and error correction.
Both the theory of circular code and a mathematical model of the
genetic code based on a number theory with the information of
dichotomic classes (nonlinear functions of the information con-
tained in a dinucleotide) suggest these two properties (Frey and
Michel, 2006; Giannerini et al., 2012). Our combinatorial result is
a contribution to the identification of mathematical properties of
genetic codes. In itself, this result is interesting as this combina-
torial property is a representation of a biological reality. However,
a main question is to elucidate whether the two sets Y and P2ðYÞ

have an independent biological function or a combined one. To
date, the authors have no idea how such a code could operate in
genes even if some biological arguments tend to promote a
combined biological function. Correlated to this problem, which
code, Y, P2ðYÞ or a combination of both, could be reflected in the
codon usage of coding sequences or in quadruplet codons (tetra-
nucleotides)? While the triplet genetic code is near universally
conserved, some mRNAs have additional or deleted bases with
respect to a ‘‘canonical’’ gene. A þ1 frameshift is a sequence with
an additional base in the canonical gene which creates a quad-
ruplet codon in the reading frame. This biological process called
frameshifting decodes a quadruplet codon to restore the reading
frame in the canonical gene (Atkins et al., 1991; Gesteland et al.,
1992; Farabaugh, 1996). A study of the limits of codon and
anticodon size shows that the contemporaneous translational
machinery is the most efficient using three-base codons and
seven-base anticodon tRNAs. However, four-base and even five-
base codons can be processed by the ribosome with tRNAs
containing up to at least 10 nucleotides in their anticodon loops
(Anderson et al., 2002). Otherwise, experimental approaches



Table 1
Nuclear code of ciliate, dasycladacean and hexamita (variant nuclear code 6) showing the correspondence between the 64 trinucleotides fAAA, . . . ,TTTg and the 20 amino

acids given in the one-letter and the three-letter symbols. The trinucleotide ATG coding Met is also the initiator codon i and the trinucleotide TGA coding no amino acid is

the termination codon Ter. The permuted set P2ðYÞ of the trinucleotide circular code Y coding the 20 amino acids is in bold.

TTT F Phe TCT S Ser TAT Y Tyr TGT C Cys

TTC F Phe TCC S Ser TAC Y Tyr TGC C Cys

TTA L Leu TCA S Ser TAA Q Gln TGA n Ter

TTG L Leu TCG S Ser TAG Q Gln TGG W Trp

CTT L Leu CCT P Pro CAT H His CGT R Arg

CTC L Leu CCC P Pro CAC H His CGC R Arg
CTA L Leu CCA P Pro CAA Q Gln CGA R Arg

CTG L Leu CCG P Pro CAG Q Gln CGG R Arg

ATT I Ile ACT T Thr AAT N Asn AGT S Ser

ATC I Ile ACC T Thr AAC N Asn AGC S Ser

ATA I Ile ACA T Thr AAA K Lys AGA R Arg

ATG M Met i ACG T Thr AAG K Lys AGG R Arg

GTT V Val GCT A Ala GAT D Asp GGT G Gly

GTC V Val GCC A Ala GAC D Asp GGC G Gly
GTA V Val GCA A Ala GAA E Glu GGA G Gly

GTG V Val GCG A Ala GAG E Glu GGG G Gly

Table 2
The nuclear code of ciliate (Blepharisma) (variant nuclear code 15) showing the correspondence between the 64 trinucleotides fAAA, . . . ,TTTg and the 20 amino acids given

in the one-letter and the three-letter symbols. The trinucleotide ATG coding Met is also the initiator codon i and the trinucleotides TAA and TGA coding no amino acid are

the termination codons Ter. The permuted set P2ðYÞ of the trinucleotide circular code Y coding the 20 amino acids is in bold.

TTT F Phe TCT S Ser TAT Y Tyr TGT C Cys

TTC F Phe TCC S Ser TAC Y Tyr TGC C Cys

TTA L Leu TCA S Ser TAA n Ter TGA n Ter

TTG L Leu TCG S Ser TAG Q Gln TGG W Trp

CTT L Leu CCT P Pro CAT H His CGT R Arg

CTC L Leu CCC P Pro CAC H His CGC R Arg
CTA L Leu CCA P Pro CAA Q Gln CGA R Arg

CTG L Leu CCG P Pro CAG Q Gln CGG R Arg

ATT I Ile ACT T Thr AAT N Asn AGT S Ser

ATC I Ile ACC T Thr AAC N Asn AGC S Ser

ATA I Ile ACA T Thr AAA K Lys AGA R Arg

ATG M Met i ACG T Thr AAG K Lys AGG R Arg

GTT V Val GCT A Ala GAT D Asp GGT G Gly

GTC V Val GCC A Ala GAC D Asp GGC G Gly
GTA V Val GCA A Ala GAA E Glu GGA G Gly

GTG V Val GCG A Ala GAG E Glu GGG G Gly
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allow the incorporation of unnatural amino acids in response to
quadruplet codons using extended anticodon tRNAs and ortho-
gonal ribosomes. The decoding of quadruplet codons by extended
anticodon tRNAs uses in most cases a potential Watson–Crick or
wobble base pair between the fourth base in the codon and the
anticodon. Two main molecular mechanisms are consistent with
the experimental data: the yardstick model proposes triplet or
quadruplet interactions between the codon and anticodon in the
A site of the ribosome with subsequent quadruplet translocation
(Farabaugh, 1996) while the slippery model proposes a triplet
interaction in the A site and a triplet translocation followed by a
slip of the mRNA by one base (Qian et al., 1998). This experi-
mental biological field allows the combinatorial biosynthesis of
materials and therapeutics, and also investigations into whether
life with additional genetically encoded polymers can evolve to
perform functions that natural biological systems cannot. It has
provoked great interest and underwent a rapid development, see
for example the recent review ‘‘Reprogramming the genetic code:
from triplet to quadruplet codes’’ (Wang, 2012). The two sets Y

and P2ðYÞ could be combined to form a quadruplet code asso-
ciated to quadruplet codons. Quadruplet codons, i.e. words l1l2l3l4
of four letters liAA4, can contain the two sets Y and P2ðYÞ. For
example, if the trinucleotide t¼ l1l2l3AY then t2 ¼ l1l2l3l1l2l3AY2

contains the quadruplet codon l3l1l2l3 where l3l1l2AP2ðtÞ. Note
that other combinations of trinucleotides t and t0 with t,t0AY and
tat0, can generate quadruplet codons containing Y and P2ðYÞ.
Interestingly, quadruplet codons are identified in mitochondrial
genomes using various computational and statistical methods, in
particular based on alignment, predicted peptide secondary
structure, GC content, deamination gradient and circular code
tests (Seligmann, 2012). This approach also shows that the
mitochondrial quadruplet codons are codons expanded by a 4th
silent site which are decoded by antisense tRNAs (from the
complementary strand) with reduced anticodons in general, but
sometimes with expanded anticodons. Thus, this result suggests
that a codon prefix of a quadruplet codon is the coding process
(P1) in quadruplet codons (Seligmann, 2012) while our combina-
torial analysis may involve two codons belonging to two different
codes (Y and P2

ðYÞ) in quadruplet codons (coding process P2).
Both coding processes P1 and P2 in quadruplet codons are based
on a codon information even if their concepts are different. The
previous approach based on an integer number representation
leads to a primitive mitochondrial genetic code also composed by
quadruplet codons (Gonzalez et al., in press). However, this
approach suggests that the quadruplet codons are generated by
a concatenation of dinucleotides (coding process P3). In sum-
mary, all these coding processes P1, P2 and P3 in quadruplet
codons constitute a fascinating and open biological problem
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which has to be investigated by these different theories, i.e.
computational and statistical methods, number theory and
combinatorics.
5. Conclusion

We identify here a combinatorial property between circular
code and genetic code. This theoretical result opens new research
directions in combinatorics, particularly in the identification of
tetranucleotide circular codes (necklace propositions, list, numbers,
etc.) and their generation from trinucleotide circular codes. Such a
combinatorial approach may give new insights in quadruplet
codons, extended genetic codes and frameshifting.
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Appendix A. Proof of Proposition 2
Proof. Y is a circular code. We use Proposition 1. By way of
contradiction, suppose that Y admits a 5LDCN l1,d1,l2,d2,
l3,d3,l4,d4,l5. By Lemma 1, for each iAf1,2,3,4g, each di must
appear as a prefix and as a suffix in Y. With Y, the set
of dinucleotides with this property is D¼ fAC,AG,CC,GG,TCg. So,
it is enough to prove that each choice d4AD leads to a
contradiction.

Claim 1.
(i)
 ACad4 and ACad3.

(ii)
 AGad4 and AGad3.
(iii)
 TCad4 and TCad3.

(iv)
 CCad4.

(v)
 GGad4.
Proof. (i) By way of contradiction, suppose d4 ¼ AC. We
have l4 ¼ C and, consequently, d3AfAT ,CA,GCg. But, as
fAT ,CA,GCg \D¼ |, we are in contradiction with Lemma 1. So,
ACad4. In the same way, we prove ACad3. (ii) By way of
contradiction, suppose d4 ¼ AG. We have l4 ¼ C and, consequently,
d3AfAT ,CA,GCg. But, as fAT,CA,GCg \D¼ |, we are in contradic-
tion with Lemma 1. So, AGad4. In the same way, we prove
AGad3. (iii) By way of contradiction, suppose d4 ¼ TC. We have
l4 ¼ A and, consequently, d3AfAG,AT ,CA,TG,TTg. But, if
d3AfAT ,CA,TG,TTg (as fAT,CA,TG,TTg \D¼ |), we are in contra-
diction with Lemma 1, and if AG¼ d3, we are in contradiction with
(ii). So, TCad4. In the same way, we prove TCad3. (iv) By way of
contradiction, suppose d4 ¼ CC. We have l4 ¼ G and, consequently,
d3AfAC,AG,CA,GC,TCg. But, if d3AfCA,GCg (as fCA,GCg \D¼ |), we
are in contradiction with Lemma 1; if AC ¼ d3, we are in contra-
diction with (i); if AG¼ d3, we are in contradiction with (ii); and if
TC ¼ d3, we are in contradiction with (iii). So, CCad4. (v) By way
of contradiction, suppose d4 ¼ GG. We have l4 ¼ A and,
consequently, d3AfAG,AT ,CA,TG,TTg. As with (iii), we are in
contradiction with Lemma 1 and (ii). So, GGad4.

By (i), (ii), (iii), (iv) and (v), d4 =2 D. So, by Lemma 1, we are in

contradiction. So, Y is a circular code.

Appendix B. Proof of Proposition 3
Proof. P2ðYÞ is not a circular code. Consider the subset
S ¼ fAAT ,ATT ,TAC,ACAg of P2ðYÞ. Note that it admits the necklace
A,AT ,T,AC,A and consequently cannot be a circular code. A fortiori,
P2ðYÞ containing S is also not a circular code.

P2ðYÞ codes the 20 amino acids in the variant nuclear codes

6 and 15. Obvious by inspection (Tables 1 and 2).
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